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The DAC established the CoP-PF4SD with the aim of enhancing the ability of its members to mobilise private sector resources through blended finance approaches and stimulate impactful investments for the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) on 23 January 2020.
The Community forming the CoP-PF4SD

CoP-PF4SD Donor Group
CoP-PF4SD Meetings
CoP-PF4SD Conference
CoP-PF4SD Live Talks
HOW IS-FSD FIT WITH EXISTING PRINCIPLES, FRAMEWORKS AND TOOLS

**HIGH LEVEL PRINCIPLES**

to ensure investment has positive impact for people and the planet

**DECISION-MAKING FRAMEWORK**
to integrate high level principles into investment strategies

**IMPACT MANAGEMENT TOOLS**
Metrics, taxonomies, valuation models, benchmarking

**EXTERNAL DISCLOSURE**
to report on performance to external stakeholders

**SOURCE: OECD-UNDP**
IS-FSD: 4 Building Blocks

1. **STANDARD 1 - IMPACT STRATEGY**
   The partner sets development impact objectives, framed in terms of the SDGs, with particular attention to the overarching commitment to “leave no one behind”. Objectives are aligned with donor and partner country priorities and are embedded in the impact-centred investment strategy.

2. **STANDARD 2 - IMPACT MANAGEMENT APPROACH**
   The partner adopts an impact management approach that integrates development impact, human rights safeguards, the SDGs and ESG into the design and management of its operations.

3. **STANDARD 3 - TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY**
   The partner discloses towards donors and beneficiaries how it manages and measures the development impact and contribution to the SDGs of the private sector operations deploying public resources, as well as how development impact is integrated in its management approach and governance practices.

4. **STANDARD 4 - GOVERNANCE**
   The partner’s commitment to contributing positively to the SDGs is reflected in its governance practices and arrangements.